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THE BRIDAL MORNING 
 

“FOR NOW WE SEE THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY: — but then face to face.” 
  
No one would question the assertion that there is a great deal more sorrow in the world than 
joy. We stand in our cities, and can trace through the thronged streets the many perplexed and 
worn countenances; we step in the overheated and crowded store and are confronted with the 
tired attitude of bending back and languid limb; we look into the face of the busy multitude and 
can discern manifest expressions of hidden disappointment; we halt in life's march and are 
overtaken with the moan of lamentations and weeping. A pool of sorrow covers the world — 
men’s footsteps drag as if by some hidden weight; women's voices break as though vibrating 
with some secret sob; the very laughter of the children is fitful and interpreted by passion’s 
petulancy. There are more marshes than plains, more damps and seas than highways and dry 
ways.  
  
Nevertheless there have been the glimpses. As the shimmering rays of night's silvery orb cast 
their glory, telling the darkness below of the light above, so have there been given to these poor 
hearts of ours momentary views of transfiguration and floating strains of Bethlehem's choristers, 
and flashes of convincing revelation speaking clearly of a bright beyond.  
  
Perhaps it was the flight of the baby birdling that made a rift in the veil between this world and 
the next. You almost saw the Angel throng hastening to meet the spirit bright. Oh! How near 
heaven to earth that moment; how real eternity; how poor and fleeting time; how visible so many 
things never seen before; Doubt fear and questioning vanished in the Rays of the distant glory, 
and you said:  

Oh little precious wanderer! 
We know that your baby feet 

Have passed the mystic boundaries 
Where the earthly and heavenly meet; 

Forgotten our goodbye kisses, 
Forgotten our passionate tears, 

In the beauty and light and glory 
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That meet you beyond the stars. 
  
A gray-haired medical man said to me a few days ago: “I could never doubt the immortality of 
the soul after my 30 years of practice in the profession. “Why doctor?” I asked. “I have seen too 
many children die — children whose little faces, distorted with lingering agony, have lit with a 
light so glorious that there could be no question as to the transplanting of these buddings from 
this withering, destructive world to a garden of fadeless blooming,” and there were withholding 
tears in the strong man's eyes as he added, “manifesting a faith which would put many of us 
aged Christians to shame.” 
  
But for the moment omitting from our calculation these special skylights, which have through 
their intermittent openings cast transient gleams on every life, we learn from this exceptional 
assertion of Paul's:  
  
First: that no soul is left totally in the dark, though as “through a glass darkly,” yet we see. 
Abundant mercy has swung in the conscience a lamp which gleams on every man's path, and 
fastened a guiding star in the horizon of every man's soul. No human vessel has breasted the 
seas of time without its helm. Although befogged and besmeared our glass, we can see, and 
see we’ll enough to mark a straight and triumphant course.  
  
I have met numbers of people who have filled up their lives with bewailing and complaining of 
God’s highest works because the compass of their limited minds could not span the infinite 
devices and purposes of omnipotence. They could not grasp the momentous system of a world’s 
circumstantial revolutions and have presumptuously thrown back into the Creator’s face their 
puny quibbles, in the face of holy fear and grateful reference. I always say to such, “Be careful 
that by your presumptuous haste to discover the light for the present withheld, you do not 
extinguish the light that is for the present given.” Ten thousand stumbling's would be prevented, 
ten thousand wanderings avoided, ten thousand heart breaks spared, if, instead of seeking to 
call from mystery’s slumbering meanings that which alone will awaken at the break of eternal 
day, souls would seek diligently to live out that distinct knowledge for which they are responsible; 
instead of straining to catch the voices that await to call from walls of Jasper, they would heed 
and obey the unmistakable dictates of a sounding conscience; if, instead of gazing up into 
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heaven as did the disciples after the ascension of Jesus, they turned their eyes upon the 
Jerusalem of present duty. Earth has quite enough light by which to find its way to heaven if 
earth will only use it. 
  
Second: I learn in this “glass darkly” that this world's clearest and best vision is but a misty and 
imperfect one, and that we dangerously err as well as bring upon ourselves much keen and 
grievous disappointment, do we expect to see and know now, as we can only see and know 
hereafter. Just here has rushed in the current which has swept aside the spiritual mooring of 
thousands. Faith has made shipwreck amidst the very breakers o’er which it should have been 
the lifeboat.  
  
How sadly too many have lost their hold of God as their Creator, Christ as their Savior, heaven 
as their home, simply and only because they could not trace the full meaning of his dealings, 
either concerning themselves or those dear to them! From personal observation I should say that 
nothing more frequently was overlooked than the great beneficence displayed in God's tender 
consideration which veils from the present the mixed happenings of the future, and which 
permits so much sorrow to confront us with its purpose withheld, to be revealed in a far off and 
long tomorrow. 
  
How much safer and better to remember that it was within the plannings of God's love that we 
should not know now, but know hereafter! This world is not our home — it is a place of sojourn. 
We never get the full story of all the occurrences of the home-life, or the reasons for our seeming 
to be forgotten and neglected — how it was that father's letter was lost, and mother did not 
write, and Gertrude could not stay, and the Christmas hamper was small, until we get around the 
log fire in the good old homestead; there we laugh all the time and forget we ever cried; there 
we trust all the time and forget we ever feared; there we love all the time and forget our hearts 
ever went cold. We say: “Why, Father, don't make any apologies! I understand.” We say: “Why, 
Mother, I am surprised you sent a hamper at all under such straits.” We say: “Here, sit beside 
me, Gertrude, darling — it is the best after all you didn't stay.” What's the difference? — The 
difference is we are “face to face,” the journey's over, we are at home.  
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I say, don't give up, turn back from, or let go the hope of the righteous —  the faith of the Saints 
—  the love of the Angels, because you cannot find the reason of sorrow’s heavy ministrations; 
because the children's Shepherd gathered for lambs from your nursery not one from your 
neighbors. 
  
Remember you are only on the journey now; traveling makes life's day long and dreary, but the 
heavenly father has the explanation already for when you reach the eternal homestead. Then 
while the celestial choristers sing you will understand it all and say: “Gertrude, it is best after all 
you did not stay.” 

Shalt know hereafter where the Lord doth lead thee. 
His darkest dealings trace; 

When by those fountains where his love will feed thee, 
Behold Him face to face. 

  
Third: I learned from my text that we have but a very poor and indistinct idea of the ultimate 
result of any and every effort thrown into the cause of righteousness. What ample reason we are 
often tempted to think is given to strengthen the unbelief or excite the scorn of the skeptic by 
our unanswered prayers — what ground is afforded our enemies, inviting their ridicule by our 
seemingly fruitless efforts; what reason for mockery placed in the hands of the godless by faith; 
how often in ourselves we are sorely discouraged at so much casting of bread upon the waters 
and so much weary waiting for return. Do not the laborers for that which satisfieth not, flourish 
— do not the wicked prosper — do not the seekers of their own escape all hurt, get gain, and 
hold — while many who, casting earths treasures behind them, spend all they have and are to 
lift earths sorrows, reap not the first fruits of gratitude, and in some instances whose lives of 
devotion to heaven and to others have been lived and hushed out in martyrdom?  
  
This strange and seeming neglect on God's part is only on the surface — only because our light 
is dim and we cannot quite see — only appearing through a “glass darkly” only a floating vapor 
veiling from the vision the great throbbing eternity which springs out of every seed sown in God's 
garden of good. 
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I knew a girl with a lovely face, but a much lovelier voice, who spent the flush of her youth for 
public praise, she gave her girlhood's strength and virtue to wither in the garish blaze of stage 
glitter and midnight lamp. Fame, wealth and friends, all paid obeisance to her assumed charms 
and natural loveliness. The people said nature and fortune had flung their best at her feet.  
  
She had a sister, alike gifted with beauty and voice and fairness of countenance, but she chose 
the lower places of the sad and lonely to sing of His name and tell His story. She carried soup to 
the hungry, she visited the sick, she sang by the dying — but none aided her, not many loved 
her, those who should have befriended her, forgot her: few seemed the brighter or the more 
blessed because she had sacrificed for them. But, oh! Wait until the mists are rolled away. Earth 
pours on its rewards now; it has none later to give, but heaven stores in its treasury of love crowns 
to fit the brow of every soul that has put Christ first and loved others more than self — crowns 
given in the revealing radiance of the Marriage Supper of the Lamb there finding the sweet 
memorials that her hidden life had shed, she will see that.  
 

Thousand, thousand-fold her gueridon, 
Thousand, thousand-fold her bliss! 
While His Cup of suffering sharing, 

all His will so meekly bearing. 
He was gloriously preparing, 
This for her, and her for this. 

  
Fourth: our vision is mystified regarding our temptations. Of all the rough places upon which we 
would most crave for light are the thick and entangled forests where we have struggled with 
fierce temptation. Why should it have been a question of either going back on all his promises 
and devotion to God or the sacrificing, of Isaac for Abraham? Why should it have meant either 
sin or the Lion’s den for Daniel? Why the stifling of conscience and the worshiping of false gods 
or the seven-time heated furnace for Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego? Why should it be asked 
of that young man either slaying his convictions of trust and right or leaving the situation, with 
his widowed mother dependent on him?  
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Oh! These red-hot temptations! How perplexed are their meanings! How intensified by the cloak 
of mystery in which they are wrapped. We can but run a dividing line through the regiments of 
these unanswered questions, and marshalling the half under the “now through a glass darkly.” 
And the remainder with the promise of “face to face,” leave them there until that time when the 
blinding shadows of a whole world’s mystery, casting their unproportionate distortions over the 
brightness of every life, will be swept before the dazzling, overwhelming blaze of eternal 
explanation.  
  
Lastly, I see that there is to be an inestimable and indescribable difference between our present 
day and our eternal Morrow. Today the heavy shadows falling from sin, mystery and grief — 
tomorrow the golden breaking of cloudless light from the once marred visage! We are to enter 
into His presence — we are to stand before His throne — we are to look upon His countenance 
— nothing between — no glass — no cloud, no time intervening, but “face to face” with Jesus 
— Jesus who came, Jesus who lived, Jesus who suffered, Jesus who died. Now the hazed and 
beclouded view, then a fadeless shining! Now the tumult and the strife, then the rest, eternal 
life! Now the weeping and the sighs, then the song and tearless eyes! Now the children dying, 
then no more parting! Now the water's dividing, then no more sea! Now the graves 
heartbreaking, then the resurrection greeting! Now the night winds chilling and killing, then the 
morning lifting and brightening — morning on the mountains — morning on the plains — 
morning with an eternity in it; morning — morning. 
  
Oh, the transforming touch of that hour! Only intelligence irradiated by contact with the skies 
could give us to recognize our heaviest cross when it comes to crown us there. We shall find our 
failures; They will great us triumphs. We shall find our bereavements; they will meet us reunion. 
We shall find our loss rebounding in eternal gain. We shall find our hidden struggles crowned in 
open victory. We shall find our hottest tears forming coronation gems. We shall find the complete 
fulfillment of every promise of the Bible, the realizing of the highest hope of the righteous, the 
verifying of the fondest dreams of the Saints. Face to face with Jesus. The gates of strife closed 
behind us, the boundaries crossed; the veil torn; the morning broken.  
  
The lights get brighter and brighter, as on the wing of revelation I climbed the heights before 
me, and looking through the dazzling brilliancy, which only the eye of immortality can gaze into, 
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see the massive multitude which John says all attempts at calculation failed to estimate. All eyes 
are lifted to the starry lettering writing the meanings of life's every mystery. Now those orphans 
see why mother and father both are taken, leaving them to the tears and the cold world all alone; 
now they even smile and sing, and say it was best. Now glad that mother is now that the children 
went on first — their little feet would have been too torn in life's thorny ways! That wife sees the 
reasons for the struggles of a long widowhood as clear as the shining, of the Golden Gate. The 
saints of the hospital thank God for all the suffering; they understand why the nights are sleepless 
and the days were long. The bearers of the cross thank him for the persecution — Paul, for his 
gorged back; Silas, for the prison cell; Ridley, for the flames, and Catherine of Siena, for prison 
flags. They all say, “It was best — it was best; it was the dawning of the most triumphant glory 
in disguise. Suffering is the only ladder long enough to lift us from faults on this earth, to Thrones 
in heaven.” 
  
Then I hear a great sound, like the roar of many waters, as out of the numberless multitudes of 
all nations, kindreds, peoples and tongues, 10,000 mothers lift their voices and shout: “Blessings 
to our God which sitteth upon the throne! He spreads his wings over my nursery and blessed my 
children,” Others shout “Wisdom! He enlightened my ignorance, and by his truth taught me.” 
Others, “Thanksgiving! He blotted out as a thick cloud my transgressions and covered my sin.” 
Others “Honor! He gathered me from the disgraces of the outcast and redeemed my name.” 
Others, “Power! He gave me the victory over every foe. Others, “Mighty! He touched my 
weakness and turned them into greatness.” Then the harps are strung and the seraphim sing 
and the Angels strike the keynote while all the children clap their hands. Sight unequaled — 
sound unparalleled — light unrivalled, as the heavenly orchestra catches the strain of the 
numberless multitude and bursts in with the chorus of the Hallelujah anthem, singing, “Blessing 
and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and honor and power and might be unto our God 
forever and ever. Amen.”  
  
Oh! It is the “face to face” time. No one can describe the glory; it is the crowning; it is Jesus — 
Bozrah’s hero, Calvary's Lamb, Resurrected Lord, the sinners Savior. Again the redeemed 
breakout as every eye is cast on the piercing hands, the riven side, the thorn pierced brow of the 
conquering Lord:  

Worthy is the lamb, who on Calvary was slain. 
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All along the line of March there waving the palms, for the bride stands forth — the Church of 
God adorned in redemption's glory while all heads that were weary in the conflicts of 
righteousness are crowned — hearts that were true to their calling, crowned — lives that 
reflected his likeness, crowned — souls washed white in his blood, crowned. All nations at the 
banquet — from all places on the earth. They have pressed through the waters, they have stood 
in the fires, they have fought with beasts, they have lived and died in Dungeons. There is Stephen 
who was stoned, there is James who was clubbed, there is Matthew who was flogged, there is 
Paul who was whipped and imprisoned and beheaded, and thousands more who suffered for 
Jesus, they stand in in the light; their garments are white; their faces are bright; they sing, they 
shout, they shine; they are home; they are at the banquet; they are with Jesus; they are “face to 
face.” No more pain, no more death, no more hunger, no tear, no sigh, no grave, no night; all 
morning! — The Bridal morning —   

THE BRIDAL MORNING OF THE LAMB. 
 


